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Abstract—In a predicate encryption scheme an authority
generates master public and secret keys, and uses the master
secret key to derive personal secret keys for authorized users.
Each user’s personal secret keySKf corresponds to apredicate
f defining the access rights of that user, and each ciphertext is
associated (by the sender) with anattribute. The security provided
is that a ciphertext associated with attributeI can be decrypted
only using a personal secret keySKf for which f(I) = 1,
i.e., for which the given access rightsf allow decryption of
ciphertexts having attribute I . Predicate encryption generalizes
identity-based encryption, broadcast encryption, attribute-based
encryption, and more, and has been suggested as a mechanism
for implementing secure information flow and distributed access
control in scenarios involving multiple security domains.

In this work, we introduce and study the notion of traceability
for predicate encryption schemes, thus generalizing the analogous
notion that has been defined in the specific context of broadcast
encryption. Traceability allows a group manager to apprehend
malicious insiders who leak their personal secret keys to anad-
versary, or to determine which authorized users’ keys have been
compromised. In addition to defining the notion, we show how
to add traceability to the most expressive predicate encryption
scheme currently known.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Traditional public-key encryption is coarse-grained: a
sender encrypts a messageM with respect to some public
key PK, and only the (unique) user who holds the secret key
SK associated withPK can decrypt and recover the message.
In many natural settings, however, it would be preferable to
allow the sender to define apolicy determining who is allowed
to recover the encrypted data. For example, classified data
might be associated with certain keywords; the data, once
encrypted, should be automatically accessible to users whoare
allowed to readall classified information, or to users allowed
to read information associated with the particular keywords in
question, but to no one else.

Over the past few years, the notion ofpredicate encryp-
tion [9], [16] (and a further generalization termedfunctional
encryption [7]) has been suggested to provide exactly this
sort of fine-grained access to encrypted data. At a high level
(formal definitions are given in Section II), in a predicate
encryption scheme there is a central authority who generates
master public and secret keys, and who publishes the master
public key. Authorized users of the system can obtain personal
secret keys from the authority. These personal secret keys
correspond to predicates (i.e., boolean functions) in some
classF , and the secret keySKf given to an authorized user
depends on the predicatef ∈ F that determines what type

of data this user should have access to. Senders, who need
only know the master public key, associate ciphertexts with
an attribute in some setA; a ciphertext associated with the
attributeI ∈ A can be decrypted using a secret keySKf if
and only if f(I) = 1.

As a simple example just to illustrate the point, we can
imagine that a user is given a secret keySKf for the predicate

f(att) = 1 iff att ∈ {unclassified, secret}.
At the time of encryption, a sender associates a ciphertext with
an attribute in the setA = {unclassified, secret, topsecret}.
The user with secret keySKf as above will only be able
to decrypt if the classification level of the ciphertext is
unclassified or secret, but will not be able to decrypt if the
ciphertext is classified astopsecret.

The “basic” level of security achieved here is that a ci-
phertext associated with the attributeI does not reveal any
information about the underlying plaintext unless one is in
possession of a secret key giving the explicit ability to decrypt.
That is, if we consider an adversaryA who holds keys
SKf1

, . . . , SKfℓ
, thenA learns nothing about the underlying

plaintext from a ciphertext associated with attributeI if
f1(I) = · · · = fℓ(I) = 0. This notion of security notion is
calledpayload hiding[16]. A stronger notion of security called
attribute hiding [16] requires (informally) that ciphertexts
should also hide the attribute with which they are associated
(in addition to hiding the message). That is, an adversary
holding secret keys as above learns onlyf1(I), . . . , fℓ(I) (and
the message, in case one of these evaluates to 1), but nothing
else aboutI. We refer to Section II for formal definitions.

Predicate encryption is a powerful abstraction that gen-
eralizes and unifies several pre-existing primitives. Identity-
based encryption (IBE) [21], [5] is equivalent to predicate
encryption for the classF of equality predicates; the standard
notion of security for IBE corresponds to payload hiding,
while anonymousIBE [3], [1] corresponds to attribute hiding.
Attribute-based encryption schemes [20], [15], [2], [19],and
schemes supporting range queries [9], [22] can also be cast
in the framework of predicate encryption, as can (public-key)
broadcast encryption [13] and forward-secure encryption [10].

The expressivity of a given predicate encryption scheme
depends on the attributesA and class of predicatesF that
are supported. Ideally we would like a predicate encryption
scheme whereA = {0, 1}∗ and F is the class of all
(polynomial-time computable) predicates, but such a scheme



is not yet known (and there are technical reasons to believe
that such full expressivity may be impossible to achieve [7]).
The most expressive scheme currently available, due to Katz
et al. [16], is an attribute-hiding scheme supportinginner
products; specifically, for some modulusN and parameterℓ
the set of attributes isA = Z

ℓ
N and the class of predicates is

F = {f~v | ~v ∈ Z
ℓ
N} wheref~v (~x)

def
= 1 iff 〈~v , ~x 〉 = 0 mod N .

(Here, 〈·, ·〉 denotes the standard inner product.) It is shown
in [16] that this scheme implies anonymous IBE, as well as
predicate classes including polynomials, CNF/DNF formulae,
threshold functions, and more.

A. Tracing Insider Attacks

Inspired by work adding traceability to broadcast encryp-
tion schemes [11], [4], [12], [8], we consider the analogous
problem in the more general context of predicate encryption.
(Recall that predicate encryption can be viewed as encompass-
ing broadcast encryption as a special case.) The basic idea is
as follows. Say an adversaryA obtains the secret keys of some
setS of authorized users. For our purposes, it does not matter
whether the adversary obtains these keys by compromising a
user’s device, or through outright collusion with the user(s) in
question (or any combination of both). At some later point in
time, the central authority may observe that some unauthorized
user (i.e., the adversary) is able to decrypt some ciphertext(s)
that it should not be able to. We provide the authority with the
ability to trace at least one useru in the setS. We leave the
decision of what to do after this tracing step out of scope of
the present work; at a minimum, however, the authority would
then want torevokeu’s privileges [14], [18], [17]. (We leave
the exact mechanism for doing so to future work.)

We introduce a new definition of security corresponding
to the above informal desideratum. To make this definition
meaningful we first modify the standard definition of predicate
encryption so as to incorporate both a predicatef and a
user-id id into each personal secret key; this makes sense
in any system where there may be multiple authorized users
id1, id2, . . . who all have access rights defined by the same
predicatef . We then consider two versions of traceability, a
“weak” version that we argue is insufficient in practice, and
a “strong” version that strengthens the informal description
in the previous paragraph. Finally, we show how to integrate
traceability (of either the “weak” or “strong” type) into the
most expressive predicate encryption scheme to date [16].
Actually, our constructions have the advantage of being com-
pletelygeneric, in that they can be applied toanyinner-product
predicate encryption scheme. Our work implies traceable ver-
sions of any of the predicate encryption schemes implied by
inner-product schemes [16], e.g., equality predicates, threshold
functions, and more.

II. DEFINITIONS

We begin by reviewing definitions for predicate encryption
that are essentially from prior work (with the exception that

our definition of predicate encryption now explicitly incor-
porate identities). Then we introduce our new definitions of
traceability for predicate encryption schemes.

A. Predicate Encryption Schemes

We begin with a functional definition of predicate encryp-
tion. The definition follows [16], except that we incorporate
identities into the (personal) secret keys. These identities are
not utilized in normal usage of the scheme (and, in particular,
senders do not need to know the identities of any users in
order to encrypt), but are used during tracing as described
further below. (In particular, we recover the definition in [16]
if the identity is always set to0n when runningGenKey.) The
addition of identities is natural in any setting where theremay
be multiple authorized usersid1, id2, . . . all of whom have
identical access rights defined by the same predicatef .

Definition 1 A predicate encryption scheme for the class
of predicatesF over the set of attributesA consists of four
PPT algorithmsSetup, GenKey, Enc, Dec such that:

• Setup takes as input the security parameter1n and
outputs a (master) public keyPK and a (master) secret
keySK.

• GenKey takes as input the master secret keySK, an
identity id ∈ {0, 1}n, and a (description of a) predi-
catef ∈ F . It outputs a keySKid,f . We denote this as
SKid,f ← GenKeySK(id, f).

• Enc takes as input the public keyPK, an attribute
I ∈ A, and a messageM in some associated mes-
sage space. It returns a ciphertextC. We write this as
C ← EncPK(I, M).

• Dec takes as input a secret keySKid,f and a cipher-
textC. It outputs either a messageM or the distinguished
symbol⊥.

For correctness, we require that for alln, all (PK, SK)
generated bySetup(1n), all id ∈ {0, 1}n, all f ∈ F , any
keySKid,f ← GenKeySK(id, f), and all I ∈ A:

• If f(I) = 1 thenDecSKid,f
(EncPK(I, M)) = M .

• If f(I) = 0 thenDecSKid,f
(EncPK(I, M)) =⊥ with all

but negligible probability.

To recover prior definitions of predicate encryption, we say
that a predicate encryption schemedoes not support identities
if id is always set to0n when runningGenKey. In that case
we can simply omit the first input toGenKey.

In [16], two definitions of security for predicate encryption
are given. The first,payload hiding, ensures secrecy of the en-
crypted message; the second,attribute hiding, ensures secrecy
of the associated attribute as well. We require the stronger
notion of attribute hiding for our work, and our construction
achieves this stronger notion, so we only present that definition
here. Our definition uses the “selective” notion of security
introduced by [10]; this is not essential for our results, but is
the notion achieved by the construction in [16].

Definition 2 A predicate encryption scheme with respect to
F and A is attribute hiding if for all PPT adversariesA, the



advantage ofA in the following experiment is negligible in
the security parametern:

1) A(1n) outputsI0, I1 ∈ A.
2) Setup(1n) is run to generatePK and SK, and the

adversary is givenPK.
3) A may adaptively request keys for any identity/predicate

pairs (id1, f1), . . . , (idℓ, fℓ) ∈ {0, 1}n × F , subject to
the restriction thatfi(I0) = fi(I1) for all i. In response
to each such query,A is given the corresponding key
SKidi,fi

← GenKeySK(idi, fi).
4) A outputs two equal-length messagesM0, M1. If there

is an i for whichfi(I0) = fi(I1) = 1, then it is required
thatM0 = M1. A random bitb is chosen, andA is given
the ciphertextC ← EncPK(Ib, Mb).

5) The adversary may continue to request keys for addi-
tional predicates, subject to the same restrictions as
before.

6) A outputs a bitb′, and succeeds ifb′ = b.

The advantage ofA is the absolute value of the difference
between its success probability and1/2.

Note that the definition captures the informal notion of
attribute hiding described in the Introduction: given some
ciphertextC ← EncPK(I, M), the adversary learns nothing
aboutI other thanf1(I), . . . , fℓ(I); moreover, the adversary
learns nothing aboutM unless the adversary has in its pos-
session a secret keySKidi,fi

for which fi(I) = 1.

B. Traceability

Here we define new notions of traceability for predicate
encryption schemes. Our definitions are loosely based on the
definitions of [6], which were given for the specific case of
broadcast encryption. Below, we define an algorithmTrace

that, intuitively, takes as input the master secret keySK, an
attributeI, and a “decryption box”D that decrypts ciphertexts
associated with the attributeI with high probability;Trace is
supposed to output the identity of some user whose secret key
was used to constructD. We say that an algorithmTrace is
efficient if the following holds. Fix some security parameter
n and master public keyPK, and define

Succ(I,D)
def
= Pr[D(EncPK(I, M)) = M ],

where the probability is taken over random choice of the
messageM (and random coins ofD in case it is randomized).
Then we require that there is a polynomialp such that for all
I,D with ǫ

def
= Succ(I,D) > 0, the expected running time

of TraceSK(I,D) is bounded byǫ−1 · p(n). This ensures that
expected running time of the following experiment is bounded
by a fixed polynomialp(n): (1) first runD(EncPK(I, M)) (for
randomM ) and check whether decryption succeeds; if it does,
then (2) runTraceSK(I,D).

Definition 3 A predicate encryption scheme with respect toF
and A satisfiesweak traceability if there exists an efficient
algorithm Trace such that for all PPT adversariesA, the
probability that A succeeds in the following experiment is
negligible in the security parametern:

1) Setup(1n) is run to generatePK and SK, and the
adversary is givenPK.

2) A may adaptively request keys for any identity/predicate
pairs (id1, f1), . . . , (idℓ, fℓ) ∈ {0, 1}n × F . In re-
sponse, the adversaryA is given the corresponding keys
SKidi,fi

← GenKeySK(idi, fi).
3) The adversary outputs some attributeI ∈ A along with

a “decryption box”D (specified as a boolean circuit).
4) Choose random messageM . If D(EncPK(I, M)) 6= M

then setsucc = 0. Otherwise, setsucc = 1 and run
id← TraceSK(I,D).

A succeeds if succ = 1 and id 6∈ {id1, . . . , idℓ}.
We argue that the above, although it is the “natural”

extension of the definition of traceability from the setting
of broadcast encryption, is not suitable in practice. Consider
an adversaryA who corrupts userid1 associated with predi-
catef1, and userid2 associated with predicatef2, and assume
thatf1 is a “low security” user (say,f1 only allows decryption
of unclassified documents) whereasf2 is a “high security”
user (e.g.,f2 allows decryption of unclassified, secret, or top
secret documents). The above definition of weak traceability
would consider a scheme to be secure even ifA could output
a decryption box that decrypts top secret documents with
probability 1, butTrace only outputs the identityid1 of the
“low security” user. This is unsatisfying, as the authority
knows thatA must have obtained the secret key ofsome
user who was authorized to decrypt top secret documents (this
follows from the security guaranteed by Definition 2), yet the
authority was only able to trace a “low security” user.

With the above in mind, we also define the following
stronger notion of traceability:

Definition 4 A predicate encryption scheme with respect toF
and A satisfiesstrong traceability if there exists an efficient
algorithm Trace such that for all PPT adversariesA, the
probability that A succeeds in the following experiment is
negligible in the security parametern:

1) Setup(1n) is run to generatePK and SK, and the
adversary is givenPK.

2) A may adaptively request keys for any identity/predicate
pairs (id1, f1), . . . , (idℓ, fℓ) ∈ {0, 1}n × F . In re-
sponse, the adversaryA is given the corresponding keys
SKidi,fi

← GenKeySK(idi, fi).
3) The adversary outputs some attributeI ∈ A along with

a “decryption box”D (specified as a boolean circuit).
4) Choose random messageM . If D(EncPK(I, M)) 6= M

then setsucc = 0. Otherwise, setsucc = 1 and run
id← TraceSK(I,D).

SetSI = {idi | fi(I) = 1}, i..e, this is the set of identities
of the users corrupted byA whose keys enable decryption of
ciphertexts associated with the attributeI. ThenA succeeds
if succ = 1 and id 6∈ SI .

A scheme satisfying strong traceability ensures that the
authority traces the identity of a user whose secret key enables
decryption of ciphertexts associated with the attributeI for



which the given decryption box works. It thus matches our
intuitive notion of traceability more closely.

III. W EAK TRACEABILITY FOR PREDICATE ENCRYPTION

SCHEMES

Here we show that weak traceability can be easily integrated
into any predicate encryption scheme by combining it with any
broadcast encryption scheme. We view the simplicity of this
construction, and the fact that it is obtained by independently
using predicate encryption and broadcast encryption without
tightly integrating the two, as a further argument against the
weak notion of traceability.

Fix some setU of authorized users. Broadcast encryption
is simply a predicate encryption scheme where the set of
attributesAbc consists of all subsets ofU , and the set of
predicates is given byFbc = {fid}id∈U where

fid(S) = 1 iff id ∈ S.

That is, the sender chooses a setS of users authorized to read
the given content, and only users in the setS can decrypt the
resulting ciphertext. In broadcast encryption, a user’s identity
uniquely defines their predicate and thus we do not include
a secondid in a user’s personal secret key. (Alternately, we
could simply restrict the system to only ever generate keys
of the formSKid,fid

.) That is, standard broadcast encryption
corresponds to a predicate encryption scheme forFbc, Abc that
does not support identities. Given this, our notions of weak
and strong traceability collapse, and both become equivalent
to the standard notion of traceability considered in the context
of broadcast encryption [6].

Let P = (Setup, GenKey, Enc, Dec) be a predicate encryp-
tion scheme forF , A that does not support identities, and
let BC = (Setupbc, GenKeybc, Encbc, Decbc) be a broadcast
encryption scheme. LetU denote the universe of possible
user identities. Construct predicate encryption schemeP ′ =
(Setup′, GenKey′, Enc′, Dec′) for F , A as follows:

1) Setup′(1n) runs (SK, PK) ← Setup(1n) and
(SKbc, PKbc) ← Setupbc(1n). The master secret key
is SK ′ = (SK, SKbc), and the master public key is
PK ′ = (PK, PKbc).

2) GenKey′SK′(id, f), for f ∈ F , first computes the key
SKf ← GenKeySK(f) and then computes the key
SKbc

id ← GenKeybc

SKbc(id). It outputs the personal secret
key SK ′

id,f = (SKf , SKbc

id ).
3) Enc′PK′(I, M) chooses randomr and then computes

C ← EncPK(I, r) and Cbc ← Encbc

PKbc(U, r ⊕ M).
It outputs the ciphertextC′ = (C, Cbc).

4) Dec′SK′

id,f
(C′) parsesSK ′

id,f as (SKf , SKbc

id ), and

parses ciphertextC′ as (C, Cbc). It then computes
r ← DecSKf

(C) and r′ ← Decbc

SKid
(Cbc). It outputs

the messager ⊕ r′.

The above construction just runs the original predicate encryp-
tion scheme in parallel with the broadcast encryption scheme.
To encrypt a messageM with attribute I, the sender first
“secret shares” the messageM as (r, r ⊕ M); encrypts the

first sharer using the original predicate encryption scheme
and attributeI; and encrypts the second sharer⊕M using the
broadcast encryption scheme and the entire identity spaceU
(so that every user in the system is allowed to decrypt this
second share). One can easily verify that correctness holds.

The tracing algorithm is the obvious one. Given a decryption
box D and some attributeI (such that the decryption box
succeeds in decrypting ciphertexts associated with the attribute
I with high probability), we simply run the tracing algorithm
of the underlying broadcast encryption scheme on the second
componentCbc of a well-formed ciphertext. We omit further
details, which are straightforward.

Theorem 1:If P is a payload-hiding (resp., attribute-
hiding) predicate encryption scheme forF , A, and BC is a
secure broadcast encryption scheme, thenP ′ is a payload-
hiding (resp., attribute-hiding) predicate encryption scheme for
F , A that satisfies weak traceability.
Proof (Sketch): We consider the case of attribute-hiding,
and thus need to show thatP ′ satisfies both Definitions 2
and 3. ThatP ′ satisfies Definition 2 follows from the fact
that P is attribute hiding. In a bit more detail, consider a
ciphertext C′ = (C, Cbc) of the derived schemeP ′. The
second componentCbc contains no information about either
the messageM or the attributeI that was used during
encryption. (It does have information onr ⊕ M , but since
r was chosen at random this alone does not reveal anything
aboutM .) By the assumption thatP is attribute hiding, we
have that the first componentC reveals nothing to an adversary
(in a computational sense) aboutI or r (assumingA did not
explicitly request a secret key revealing such information). It
follows thatP ′ is attribute hiding.

Weak traceability follows from traceability ofBC. Intu-
itively, in order to decrypt ciphertexts of the form(C, Cbc), the
decryption box must in particular be able to decrypt the second
componentCbc of such ciphertexts with “high” probability.
But then the tracing property ofBC implies that it is possible
to trace the identity of at least one user whose key has been
compromised by the adversary. This is all that is required in
order to satisfy the definition of weak traceability.

IV. STRONG TRACEABILITY FOR INNER-PRODUCT

ENCRYPTION SCHEMES

In this section we show how to obtain strong traceability
for any inner-product encryption scheme. The result here is
incomparable to what is achieved in the previous section.
On the one hand, we are obtaining the stronger notion of
traceability here. On the other hand, our result in this section
is specific to inner-product encryption and does not extend
to arbitrary predicate encryption schemes. We remark further
that here we require the initial inner-product scheme to satisfy
attribute-hiding; payload-hiding is not sufficient.

As described in the Introduction, an inner-product encryp-
tion scheme is a predicate encryption scheme where the class
of attributes isA = Z

ℓ for arbitrary ℓ, and the class of

predicates isF = {f~v | ~v ∈ Z
ℓ} where f~v (~x)

def
= 1 iff



〈~v , ~x 〉 = 0.1 (Here,〈·, ·〉 denotes the standard inner product.)
Let P = (Setup, GenKey, Enc, Dec) be an inner-

product encryption scheme that does not support identities.
We construct an inner-product encryption schemeP ′ =
(Setup′, GenKey′, Enc′, Dec′) for vectors of lengthℓ, where
there aren users in the system. We label users in unary, so user
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} is associated with identityidi

def
= 0i−110n−i.

In the following, setℓ′ = ℓ + n:

• Setup′(1n) runs Setup(1n) to obtain master secret and
public keys(SK, PK).

• Let idi ∈ {0, 1}n be an identity, and let~v ∈ Z
ℓ be a

vector. ThenGenKey′SK(idi, ~v ) does the following. Let
~v ′ ∈ Z

ℓ′ be the vector obtained by appendingidi to ~v
(where we view the identityidi as a vector inZn). Output
SK ′

idi,~v
← GenKeySK(~v ′).

• Enc′PK(~x , M) does as follows. Let~x ′ ∈ Z
ℓ′ be

the vector obtained by appending0n to ~x . Output
EncPK(~x ′, M).

• Dec′SK′

idi,~v
(C) simply outputsDecSK′

idi,~v
(C).

That is, we “embed” an inner-product computation overZ
ℓ

into an inner-product computation overZℓ′ . To see that
correctness holds, note that the secret keySK ′

idi,~v
(in P ′)

corresponds to the secret keySK~v ′ (in P), where

~v ′ = (v1, . . . , vℓ, 0, . . . , 0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

i−1

, 1, 0, . . . , 0),

and~v = (v1, . . . , vℓ). Encryption with respect to the vector~x
(in P ′) corresponds to encryption with respect to~x ′ (in P),
where

~x ′ = (x1, . . . , xℓ, 0, . . . , 0).

Thus, 〈~v , ~x 〉 = 0 iff
〈
~v ′, ~x ′

〉
= 0, regardless of the specific

identity idi of the user.
To trace, we have the authority use “ill-formed” cipher-

texts that are encrypted with respect to vectors~x ′ whose
last n bits are not identically 0. We describe the procedure
informally, and leave the formal details for the full version
of this work. Assume for simplicity that an adversaryA
outputs a decryption boxD thatalwayssucceeds in decrypting
ciphertexts that are encrypted (inP ′) with respect to some
vector~x = (x1, . . . , xℓ). Let S~x denote the set of identities
of those users who were corrupted byA and are associated
with a vector~v such that〈~v , ~x 〉 = 0. We show how one of
those users can be traced.

First, the authority usesD to try to decrypt ciphertexts of
the formEncPK(~x ′

1, M), where

~x ′

1

def
= (x1, . . . , xℓ, r1, 0, . . . , 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸

n−1

)

for a randomr1. If decryption fails, then this implies thatA
has obtained a keySK ′

id,~v where〈~x ,~v 〉 = 0 andid[1] (that is,

1Actually, for the inner-product scheme constructed in [16]all vectors lie
in Z

ℓ
N and the inner product is taken moduloN , where N is a modulus

defined by the master public key. For simplicity we treat all vectors as lying
in Z

ℓ, but our results extend easily to the other case.

the first bit ofid) is equal to 1. (This, in turn, meansid1 ∈ S~x

and so tracing is complete.) To see this, note that ifA hadnot
obtained such a key then (with overwhelming probability over
choice ofr1) A would not be able to distinguish encryptions
(in P) with respect to~x ′ and encryptions with respect to~x ′

1

(and so decryption would then have to succeed for encryptions
with respect to the latter). Note that we rely here on the fact
thatP is attribute hiding.

If, on the other hand, decryption succeeds (above), then this
implies thatA has obtained a keySK ′

id,~v where〈~x ,~v 〉 = 0
and id[1] = 0; if not, then with overwhelming probability the
adversary has no keys of the formSK~v ′ with

〈
~x ′

1, ~v
′
〉

= 0
(and so, by payload-hiding ofP , would be unable to decrypt
successfully). We note that it is, of course, entirely possi-
ble that the adversary has obtained two keysSK ′

id1,~v 1
and

SK ′

id2,~v 2
for which 〈~x ,~v 1〉 = 〈~x ,~v 2〉 = 0 but id1[1] = 0

and id2[1] = 1. In any event, the authority at this point has
insufficient information to definitively trace a corrupted user,
and the authority proceeds as described below.

The authority continues in a series of at mostn stages,
where in theith stage the authority usesD to try to decrypt
ciphertexts of the formEncPK(~x ′

i, M), where

~x ′

i

def
= (x1, . . . , xℓ, r1, . . . , ri, 0, . . . , 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸

n−i

)

for randomr1, . . . , ri. The authority does this until the first
stage i for which D fails to decrypt, and at that point
the authority outputs identityidi and terminates. That this
succeeds in tracing a corrupted useridi ∈ S~x follows from
the next two claims.

Claim 1: With overwhelming probability there exists some
i, with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, for which decryption in stagei fails.

Proof: Consider decryption in stagen. The authority uses
D to try to decrypt ciphertexts of the formEncPK(~x ′

n, M),
where

~x ′

i
def
= (x1, . . . , xℓ, r1, . . . , rn)

for random r1, . . . , rn. But with overwhelming probability
(over choice ofr1, . . . , rn), the adversaryA holds no keys
SK~v ′ for which

〈
~x ′

n, ~v ′
〉

= 0. Thus decryption will fail by
stagen at the latest.

Claim 2: Say decryption fails in stagei but succeeded in
stagei−1. (If i = 1 then the latter just means that decryption
of ciphertexts of the formEncPK(~x ′, M) succeeded, which
is true by assumption.) Then with overwhelming probability
it holds thatidi ∈ S~x .

Proof: Since the behavior ofD changes in going from
phasei−1 to phasei, this implies thatA must have obtained
some keySK~v ′ for which exactly one of

〈
~v ′, ~x ′

i−1

〉
or

〈
~v ′, ~x ′

i

〉
is 0. With overwhelming probability over choice

of ri, it could not be the case that
〈
~v ′, ~x ′

i−1

〉
6= 0 but

〈
~v ′, ~x ′

i

〉
= 0; thus, it must be that

〈
~v ′, ~x ′

i−1

〉
= 0 and

〈
~v ′, ~x ′

i

〉
6= 0. For the type of secret keys generated byP ′,

however, this can only occur if~v ′ has its(ℓ+ i)th component
equal to 1, which implies that~v ′ corresponds to identityidi.
Moreover, since

〈
~v ′, ~x ′

i−1

〉
= 0 (and componentsℓ + 1



throughℓ + n of ~v ′, with the exception of componentℓ + i,
must be equal to 0), thus means that~v ′ corresponds to some
~v ∈ Z

ℓ with 〈~v , ~x 〉 = 0; henceidi ∈ S~x as desired.
In summary, we have:
Theorem 2:If P is an attribute-hiding inner-product en-

cryption scheme, thenP ′ is an attribute-hiding inner-product
encryption scheme that satisfies strong traceability.

A full proof of the above will appear in the full version of
this work.

V. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

In this work we have introduced the notion of traceability in
the context of predicate encryption schemes. This strictlygen-
eralizes prior definitions of traceability that were introduced in
the specific context of broadcast encryption. We also showed
two constructions of predicate encryption schemes with trace-
ability: a generic construction for any predicate encryption
scheme that achieves a weak notion of traceability, and a
construction specific to the case of inner-product encryption
that achieves a strong notion of traceability.

Going forward, there are a few interesting avenues of
exploration:

1) First, we would like to find a (generic) way of adding
strong traceability to an arbitrary predicate encryption
scheme. Even though an inner-product scheme im-
plies several interesting notions of predicate encryption
(see [16] for details) it would still be useful to have
direct constructions that are more efficient.

2) Second, we can hope for a more efficient construction
even for the specific application to inner-product encryp-
tion. The construction given here adds overhead linear in
n (the number of users) to the original scheme; however,
we expect that we can use techniques of [8] to reduce
this to

√
n. Alternately, we can explore the case where

traceability is only required so long asA obtains fewer
thant personal secret keys (for some fixed parametert),
a weaker notion than the full collusion resistance studied
in this work.

3) Perhaps most interesting is the challenge of additionally
dealing with revocation. Namely, once a compromised
secret key is identified, can the authority easily and
efficiently revoke the permissions associated with that
secret key?
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